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In filling out the crossword grid, we hope that your attention will be drawn to two consecutive
italicized clues. These clues give CENSORS and HIP, and the clue phrases suggest that we should
consider them at the same time:

Covers up to get hip to which squares are worth seeing

This suggests that our next step involves censoring/covering up some of the squares in the
puzzle. There are a few ways to do this, but a particularly flavorful one is to choose the letters in
CENSORSHIP. When we do this, our grid looks like this:
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Scanning this QR Code gives the extraction phrase QR CORNERS / DARK MACHINES,
two phrases which jointly clue the final answer: BLACK BOXES. (Here DARK insinuates both
‘black’ and ‘mysterious’.)

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

We were interested in adding a QR code extraction to this hunt, which we had seen previously
in Patrick Poon’s puzzle Binary Image from the 2016 College Puzzle Challenge. (I’m sure it’s an
extraction that has been used in many grid-based puzzles in the past.) Since we were also interested
in adding a traditional crossword to the hunt, we decided that it would make a fun mashup.

Since QR codes are error-correcting, you can’t actually fit that much information in a single
grid. In fact, everything over ≈ 22 characters forces a grid larger than the one we used. (Hence
the slightly-awkward extract phrase.) A larger grid seemed like a terrible idea (both for us and for
you), and the one we chose is particularly nice in that it contains a string of 10 consecutive black
boxes.

This crossword grid was chosen with four-fold rotational symmetry because line-delineated cros-
words are notoriously hard to parse. It was then populated by hand in about a week, using word
lists drawn from nutrimatic.org and filtered to fit the lipogrammatic constraints of the QR code.
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